**SYMPOSIUM AND WORKSHOP ON RE-ENGINEERING OF AGRICULTURAL LIBRARIES AND EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES: CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES**

**NCALUC-2018**

**BVC Campus, Patna–800 014 (Bihar)**

**Date:** 4th – 5th SEPTEMBER, 2018

**Registration Fee:**

- **Regular, BASU:** Rs. 1400
- **Dr. H. M. Saxena, DRM–cum-Dean, IG, BASU:** Rs. 1100
- **Dr. Ranjith Kumar, Director, Emerging Technologies, BASU:** Rs. 1200
- **Dr. S.R. Sinha, Professor, PVC:** Rs. 1300
- **Dr. Chandramani, Professor, PVC:** Rs. 1400
- **Dr. K.G. Mandal, Head, TVCC, BASU:** Rs. 1500
- **Dr. Dipak Kumar, IC, Library, BASU:** Rs. 1600

**REMINDER:**

- **Date of Submission:** 26th JUNE, 2018
- **Date of Registration:** 15th SEPTEMBER, 2018
- **NOTE:** Registration Fee is non-refundable and does not include accommodation charges. Registration will be confirmed only if duly filled and payment is received in full.

**CONTACT**

Dr. Hans Raj (Mob. No. 9888042798; 6201101044)

E-mail: aaldiconference2018@gmail.com

**VENUE**

Bihar Animal Sciences University

Bihar Veterinary College

Patna, 800014 (Bihar)

**ORGANISED BY**

Bihar Animal Sciences University

Bihar Veterinary College

**ASSOCIATED WITH**

Association of Agricultural Librarians and Documentalists of India (AALDI)
with the start of Bihar Veterinary College in undivided India was founded on 24th April, 1927 by Sir Henry Wheeler, the then Governor of Bihar & Orissa. The idea was to train more veterinarians to meet the need of the time for increasing the national foodgrain production. Initially, the college was housed at Patna (Bihar) in the buildings of Jhalau Tal. It was shifted to Mochanpur (Bihar) in 1928, and in 1933 it was transferred to a new building at Patliputra. The college was formally opened on 23rd April, 1934 by Sir Henry Wheeler, the then Governor of Bihar & Orissa.

The Bihar Veterinary College became functional on 23rd April, 1934.

AGRICULTURAL LIBRARIES AND DOCUMENTISTS OF INDIA (AALDI)

The AALDI was founded in 1973 to focus on agricultural libraries and information centres. It aims to provide a platform for the development of agricultural librarians, scientists, students, and researchers.

SUB-THEMES

- Emerging Technologies: Challenges and Opportunities
- Measuring Research Output: Scientometrics, Webometrics, Informetrics, etc.
- Library Security Systems: RFID, Electronic Surveillance, EMSS etc.
- Information Literacy, e-Learning and MOOCs
- Librarianship in Agricultural Libraries and Information Centers
- Case Studies
- Qualitative Methods in Assessing Digital Libraries, Users, Applications
- Knowledge Organization and Ontology in Digital Library
- Resource Descriptions and Access
- Human Resource Development, Training and Management in LIS
- Specialization and Training for LIS Professionals in the Internet Era
- Library Security Systems: RFID, Electronic Surveillance, EMSS etc.
- Agriculture and special reference to LIS
- Digital Libraries and their future
- Security in Digital Libraries
- Measuring Research Output: Scientometrics, Webometrics, Informetrics, etc.
- Citation Management Tools: End Note, Mendeley, Zotero, etc.

CALL FOR PAPERS

A chance to present your papers in the theme/sub-theme of the conference are invited for oral presentation as well as for posters. Authors are requested to prepare papers as per the original findings of research, case study or analysis and not exceeding 3000 words with a minimum of 300 words in MS Word format in A-4 size, single spaced, 12-point Times New Roman font. The decision of the Editorial Committee will be final regarding acceptance or rejection of paper.